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QUESTION 1

Select two correct descriptions about views. 

A. A view is created by \\'DECLARE VIEW\\', and deleted by \\'DROP VIEW\\'. 

B. A view is a virtual table which does not exist. 

C. A view is created to simplify complicated queries. 

D. You can create a view with the same name as already existing tables. 

E. A view only exists while the postmaster is running, and is deleted when the postmaster stops. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

What does the following command do? Choose one incorrect statement from the selection below. $ pg_dumpall -U
postgres > 20060601.bak 

A. Backup all the databases in a database cluster. 

B. Backup postgresql.conf along with databases. 

C. Backup with plain-text format. 

D. Backup user and group information along with databases. 

E. You can access databases while the backup is in process. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

I would like to set the default character encoding for the client to Unicode. Select the most appropriate configuration
parameter in postgresql.conf from those below. 

A. backend_encoding = UNICODE 

B. frontend_encoding = UNICODE 

C. client_encoding = UNICODE 

D. default_encoding = UTF8 

E. encoding = UTF8 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

The table "tbl" is defined below such that it could only store non-negative integers in the column "nn". Select the
keyword that is applicable for the underlined blank. CREATE natural_number AS DECIMAL CHECK (VALUE >= 0);
CREATE TABLE tbl(nn natural_number); 

A. VIEW 

B. SCHEMA 

C. RULE 

D. TYPE 

E. DOMAIN 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 5

Choose the most suitable statement about user management of PostgreSQL. Note: the version of PostgreSQL is 8.0. 

A. Usernames not registered in the operating system cannot be registered as PostgreSQL users. 

B. To create a new user for PostgreSQL, the "newuser" command is used. 

C. PostgreSQL cannot be in a state where multiple users exist at the same time. 

D. If you create a user that has permission to create other users, that user will become a superuser that is not subject to
any access restriction checks. 

E. To delete an existing user for PostgreSQL, "deleteuser" command is used. 

Correct Answer: D 
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